EVERYTHING OLD
IS NEW AGAIN
Two approaches,
same high quality:
Exchange parts are as good
as new. And sometimes
even better!

Volkswagen has dedicated an entire plant to

Clutch and gearbox components:

this process. Located in Kassell, Germany,

Final drives, automatic gearboxes,

this manufacturing plant is unlike any other

double-clutch gearboxes (DSG), manual

in the world and achieves a level of quality

gearboxes, clutch pressure plates, clutch

that is identical to Volkswagen’s new car

discs, clutch sets, planetary gears, actuator

production.

components for control valve assemblies,
flywheels, converters.

The Volkswagen Group ranks among the

Axle, brake and steering components:

top car manufacturers worldwide when it

Drive shafts and CV joint sets, propeller

comes to sustainability.

shafts, steering gears, power steering pumps.

In a worldwide process, old parts are

Fuel-air mixture components:

industrially remanufactured under the

Injectors, injection pumps, fuel distributors,

Volkswagen Genuine Exchange Parts label.

pump injection units, turbochargers,

They are given a new lease on life and

vacuum pumps.

returned to the parts supply cycle, thus
saving enormous amounts of energy and
raw materials. Volkswagen launched the
exchange program over six decades ago.

Benefits to my workshop
Volkswagen Genuine Exchange Parts®
allows mechanical workshops to purchase

The exchange program has made impressive

with the same confidence as they would

accomplishments. The amount of steel saved

with all Volkswagen Genuine Parts®.

by engine remanufacturing alone would be
enough to build an additional 50 Eiffel
Towers in Paris.

Why choose Genuine
Exchange Parts?

They offer the same quality and identical
2 year unlimited kilometre warranty*
and are attractively priced due to savings
in energy and materials. Advances in

Electrical and electronic components:
Starters, alternators, alternator regulators,
instrument clusters, air flow meters,
navigation units, windscreen wiper motors,
control units, TV receivers, amplifiers,
ignition distributors.
Other components: Convertible tops, diesel
particulate filters, catalytic converters and air
conditioning compressors.

technical engineering are applied to the

Volkswagen Genuine Exchange Parts®

When talking about exchange parts,

remanufacturing process meaning that an

are only available from a Volkswagen

it’s important to note that these

Exchange Part can offer a higher technical

dealership. For your nearest dealer visit

remanufactured components offer the same

standard than the old part it is replacing.

www.volkswagen.com.au.

quality as new parts.

You can rest assured in the reputation

Volkswagen has been in the business of
remanufacturing parts for over 6 decades.
In order to make old parts new again

of your business, knowing your
customers are getting Volkswagen
Genuine Exchange Parts®.

An overview of the selection
of products:
Engine components:
Engines, base and short engines, intake
manifolds, oil coolers, water pumps,
cylinder heads.

* All Volkswagen Genuine Parts® come with a 2 year unlimited kilometre warranty. Conditions apply. See www.volkswagen.com.au for details. Your rights under this warranty sit
alongside the consumer guarantees under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 which cannot be excluded.

